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Guide to this Package

Introduction to this Package:
This package has been specifi cally designed to provide businesses in Hamilton with information about Sewer 
Use By-law and the requirements it places on them.  It contains specifi c guidance documents that explain the 
purpose and function of the By-law, the function of the City sewer system and wastewater treatment plant, 
and the diff erent programs administered by the Environmental Monitoring & Enforcement group.

Please refer to the contents for direction to specifi c topics of interest.

Package Contents:
Guide/Contents Page 1
– An introduction to this package.

Defi nitions Page 2
– Definitions of terms used in this package.

Sewer Use By-law: Explanation & General Provisions Page 3
– Explanations about the By-law: what it is, why it exists, and the general provisions Businesses should be aware of.

Sewer Use By-law: Enforcement Page 5
– Explanation about how the By-law is enforced.

City of Hamilton Sewer Operation Page 6
– Basic information about the City sewer system.

Wastewater Treatment Page 7
– Basic information about the wastewater treatment process.

Flow Chart Page 10
– A useful tool to decide if your business should be concerned about the provisions within the By-law.

Liquid Waste Hauler Program Page 12
– Information for liquid waste haulers and generators.

Pollution Prevention Program Page 14
– Information about voluntary and mandatory pollution prevention initiatives.

Contact Information Page 17
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Defi nitions

Bar Screen A large metal screen that removes large solid material from waste water.

Biosolids
Biosolids or treated sludge is the solid byproduct wastewater treatment. Depending on the level 
of treatment and resultant pollutant content, biosolids can be used as fertilizer in regulated 
applications for non-food agriculture, food agriculture, or distributed for unlimited use.

BOD5

Carbonaceous oxygen demand (biochemical) - the amount of oxygen needed by aerobic 
microorganisms to decompose all the organic matter in a sample of water or waste water; it is 
used as a measure of pollution.

Combined Sewer A Sewer intended to function simultaneously as a storm sewer and a sanitary sewer.

Digester Digesters compost (or “digest”) organic waste in a machine that limits access to oxygen.

Hauled Liquid 
Waste

Liquid waste of sanitary, industrial, or other nature that is pumped from a tank or containment 
area and hauled for disposal at a treatment facility.

Industrial Pertaining to industry, manufacturing, commerce, trade, business, or institutions (as 
distinguished from domestic or residential).

Owner or Operator The owner or operator of any facility or activity subject to the provisions of the Sewer Use By-
law.

Person An individual, association, partnership, corporation, municipality, Regional Municipality, 
Provincial or Federal agency, or an agent or employee thereof.

Sanitary Sewer A sewer for the collection and transmission of domestic, commercial, institutional and industrial 
sewage or any combination thereof.

Sewage Any liquid waste containing animal, vegetable, or mineral matter in solution or in suspension, but 
does not include storm water or uncontaminated water.

Sewage Works
Any works for the collection, transmission, treatment, or disposal of sewage, storm water, or 
uncontaminated water, including a combined sewer, sanitary sewer or storm sewer, but does not 
include plumbing or other works to which the Building Code Act, 1992 applies.

Soil Amendment A soil amendment is any material added to a soil to improve its physical properties, such as 
water retention, permeability, water infi ltration, drainage, aeration and structure.

Storm Sewer A sewer for the collection and transmission of uncontaminated water, storm water, drainage from 
land or from a watercourse or any combination thereof.

Storm water Water from rainfall, natural precipitation or from the melting of snow or ice.

Suspended Solids Solid matter in or on a liquid that is removable by fi ltering.

Uncontaminated 
Water

Water to which no matter has been added as a consequence of its use, or to modify its use, by 
any person.
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Sewer Use By-law: Explanation & General Provisions

Spills Reporting
Every person who discharges or deposits or causes or permits the discharge or deposit of sewage, 
uncontaminated water or storm water, or any hazardous  or prohibited materials, directly or indirectly, into 
or in land drainage works, private branch drains, or connections to any sanitary, combined, or storm sewer 
must, if such discharge or deposit is not in the ordinary course of events forthwith notify the City or the 
agency responsible for operating the sewage works receiving the discharge or deposit.

Private Sampling Manhole
The owner or operator of any industrial premises with one or more connections to a City of Hamilton sewage 
works must install and maintain in good repair in each connection a suitable manhole to allow observation, 
sampling, or fl ow measurement of the sewage, storm water or uncontaminated water, or any combination 
thereof. The manhole must be installed and maintained in accordance with the Sewer Use By-law provisions.

Industrial Generators of Hauled Wastewater
Any premises that generates industrial wastewater or non-sewage wastewater which is hauled and 
discharged to a City of Hamilton sewage works must have a valid permit to discharge this waste in 
accordance with the Sewer Use By-law provisions.

Pollution Prevention Codes of Practice
These codes of practice apply to specifi c commercial, industrial and institutional sector operations.  A code 
of practice identifi es mandatory procedures, equipment, training or other provisions that are required as a 
condition of wastewater discharge into the City of Hamilton sewage works for the specifi ed sector discharger 
(refer to page 7). 

Inspection/Rights of Entry
The City may enter any industrial premises, at reasonable times, to 
inspect the discharge of any matt er into the sewage works of the City 
or into any other sewage system the contents of which ultimately 
empty into the City’s sewage works and may conduct tests and 
take samples for this purpose and in accordance with the Sewer 
Use By-law.

No person can hinder or obstruct, or att empt to hinder or 
obstruct, any person exercising a power or performing a duty 
under the Sewer Use By-law.

Penalties
Every person who contravenes any provision of the Sewer Use By-law is 
guilty of an off ence and upon conviction is subject to a fi ne of not more than 
$10,000 for a fi rst off ence, and $25,000 for any subsequent off ence.

Where a corporation is convicted of an off ense under the provisions of the Sewer Use By-law, the maximum 
fi nes that may be imposed on the corporation are $50,000 for a fi rst off ence and $100,000 for any subsequent 
off ence.
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Sewer Use By-law: Explanation & General Provisions

What is the Sewer Use By-law?
Throughout Hamilton the Sewer Use By-law regulates the discharge of water and wastewater which enters 
the City of Hamilton sewage works by:

• Establishing limits for various pollutants that are commonly discharged.

• Establishing a list of prohibited substances.

• Identifying requirements that users have to meet in order to discharge.

• Enabling the City to monitor spills.

• Enabling the City to monitor and control what is being discharged.

Why is the Sewer Use By-law Needed?
The purpose of the Sewer Use By-law is to protect aquatic 
environments, public health and safety, City of Hamilton sewage 
works, wastewater treatment processes and to control biosolids 
quality.

The City sewer system collects discharges from residential, 
commercial, industrial, and institutional sources and directs the 
combined fl ow either to a Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), or to a 
natural waterway.

The treatment process at a WWTP is designed to treat domestic waste.  It does not effi  ciently remove a 
variety of pollutants which can interfere with the WWTP by upsett ing the biological treatment, accumulate 
in biosolids making them unsuitable for reuse, or pass through untreated and end-up in the natural 
environment.

It is also important to note that the design and function of the storm sewer system directs anything that enters 
a storm drain directly into a natural waterway (these discharges are not treated).

Who is affected?
The Sewer Use By-law outlines waste discharge guidelines for all users – residential, commercial, industrial, 
and institutional, that discharge wastewater to the City of Hamilton sewage works or have waste hauled for 
discharge to the City of Hamilton sewage works.  It is the responsibility of these users to ensure that their 
discharges meet the provisions specifi ed in the Sewer Use By-law.

What are the General Provisions Under the Sewer Use 
By-law that I should be aware of?
Waste Survey Report
The owner or operator of any industrial premises is required to prepare and fi le with the City a Waste Survey 
Report in accordance with the Sewer Use By-law Provisions.



Sewer Use By-law: Enforcement

How is the By-law Enforced?

Inspection
City staff  visit commercial, industrial, and institutional facilities and 
carry out inspections to determine whether there are any concerns 
about the facilities’ discharge to the City of Hamilton sewage 
works.  These inspections typically include the evaluation of 
works performed, chemicals and other products used or stored, 
and diff erent waste streams that are produced on-site. During an 
inspection the City staff  may make notes, take pictures, interview 
staff , obtain copies of documents and/or process/inventory logs, 
and collect samples.

Aft er an inspection is complete City staff  may make 
recommendations or issue directives, typically in writing, to rectify 
any issues that were identifi ed.

Monitoring
City staff  collect samples from the various commercial, industrial, and institutional facilities that discharge to 
the City of Hamilton sewage works. These samples are analyzed by an accredited laboratory and the results 
are assessed for compliance with the Sewer Use By-law parameter limits.  

Pollution Prevention
Facilities with operations that are regulated by a Pollution Prevention code of practice may be inspected 
by City staff . It is the responsibility of the facility to operate in accordance with the sector specifi c code of 
practice in order to remain in compliance with the Sewer Use By-law provisions.

Samples may also be collected from these facilities for analysis and assessment of compliance with By-law 
parameter limits.

Hauled Liquid Waste Program
Facilities that generate wastewater that is hauled and discharged to a City of Hamilton sewage works may be 
inspected by City staff .  The results of these inspections are used to assess whether the facility requires and 
qualifi es for an Industrial Generator Permit.

In addition, samples are collected from the hauled wastewater that is brought to City wastewater treatment 
plants.  These samples are similarly analyzed by an accredited laboratory and assessed for compliance with 
the relevant Sewer Use By-law parameter limits.

Violations
If a violation of one or more Sewer Use By-law provisions is identifi ed, City staff  will contact the facility 
to advise them of the non-compliance and a violation lett er may be prepared.  In the event that multiple 
violations are identifi ed, stricter enforcement action may be undertaken.

It should be noted that a single violation of suffi  cient severity may be deemed suffi  cient grounds for City staff  
to collect evidence and proceed with formal charges under the By-law.
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City of Hamilton Sewer Operation

Different Types of Sewer Systems:
There are three diff erent types of sewer systems in place throughout the City:

• Sanitary Sewers – are sewers that collect water from the drains and toilets in a home or business 
and direct it to a wastewater treatment plant for treatment before it is released into the natural 
environment.

• Storm Sewers – are sewers that carry rain and melted snow away from houses and roads, 
typically through metal grates on the side of the road known as catchbasins. Anything that goes 
into a catchbasin can enter the storm sewer system which discharges directly into a natural 
waterway (creek, river, lake, etc…). This water, referred to as stormwater receives no treatment 
prior to discharge to the natural environment.

• Combined Sanitary and Storm Sewer System - In the City’s older areas, the sewer serving a 
property may be a combined sewer. In combined sewers there is only one pipe that receives and 
carries both sanitary and storm water. During dry weather, combined sewers carry their contents 
to a wastewater treatment plant. However, during wet weather the volume of water may exceed 
the treatment plant’s capacity and some of the water can overfl ow untreated into the natural 
environment. 

How do Sewers Work?
Sewers operate using both gravity and pumps. Sanitary wastewater and stormwater fl ow downhill from the 
small-diameter pipes of homes and businesses to the sewers on the street and then to the huge trunk sewer 
mains that fl ow to their fi nal destinations. Some sewers are built on uphill slopes and require pumping 
stations to lift  the water high enough that it can again fl ow via gravity. 

Combined Sewer Overfl ow -  is a device built into a combined sewer system. The sewer design allows a 
certain amount of untreated water to discharge into the natural environment when there is more volume 
in the system than it can handle. The overfl owing water is oft en directed through a screen to prevent large 
pieces of material from entering the natural environment. It is important to note that these overfl ows only 
occur during heavy rainfall when stormwater combines with the sanitary wastewater so that it is very diluted.

Combined Sewer Overfl ow Tank -  is a very large storage tank that collects overfl ow water from the 
combined sewer system thereby preventing it from being directed into the natural environment.  When 
the heavy rainfall has ended, the dilute sanitary wastewater from this tank is directed to the wastewater 
treatment plant for full treatment. 

3 Wastewater Treatment Plants

6 Combined Sewer Overfl ow (CSO) tanks

1,012 kilometers of sanitary sewers 

590 kilometers of combined sewers

911 kilometers of storm sewers 

Over 2500 kilometers of sewer lines in Hamilton (sanitary, combined & storm)

Did you know that Hamilton has:
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Wastewater Treatment

Wastewater treatment is a multi-stage process that cleans wastewater before it reenters a body of water, is 
applied to the land (irrigation), or is reused. 

The goal of a wastewater treatment plant is to reduce or remove organic matt er, solids, nutrients, disease-
causing organisms, and other pollutants. Each receiving body of water has limits to the amount of pollutants 
it can receive without impairment, and this requires that each wastewater treatment plant be able to provide 
treatment suffi  cient to meet the allowable levels for BOD5, suspended solids, coliform bacteria, and a variety 
of other pollutants. 

Typical Wastewater Treatment Processes Include:

Preliminary Treatment 
Upon arrival via the sewer system, the wastewater is sent through a bar screen, which removes large 
solid objects such as sticks and rags. Leaving the bar screen, the wastewater fl ow is slowed down 
entering the grit tank. This allows sand, gravel, and other heavy material that was small enough not 
to be caught by the bar screen to sett le to the bott om. All the collected debris from the grit tank and 
bar screen is disposed of at a sanitary landfi ll or recycled. 

Primary Treatment
Primary treatment is the second step in wastewater treatment. It allows for the physical separation of 
solids and greases from the wastewater. The screened wastewater fl ows into a primary sett ling tank 
where it is held for several hours. This allows solid particles to sett le to the bott om of the tank and oils 
and greases to fl oat to the top. 

Secondary Treatment
Secondary treatment is a biological treatment process that removes dissolved organic material from 
wastewater. The partially treated wastewater from the sett ling tank fl ows by gravity into an aeration 
tank. Here it is mixed with solids containing micro-organisms that use oxygen to consume the 
remaining organic matt er in the wastewater as their food supply. The aeration tank uses air bubbles to 
provide the mixing and the oxygen, both of which are needed for the micro-organisms to multiply.

1
2
3
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Wastewater Treatment

From here the liquid mixture, composed of solids with micro-organisms and water, is sent to the fi nal 
clarifi er. Here the solids sett le to the bott om where some of the material is sent to the solids handling 
process, and some is recirculated to replenish the population of micro-organisms in the aeration tank 
to treat incoming wastewater. 

Final Treatment
Wastewater that remains is disinfected to kill harmful micro-organisms before being released into 
receiving waters. Although there are many methods available to kill these micro-organisms, chlorine 
and ultraviolet disinfection are the most widely used.

Dechlorination occurs in the fi nal wastewater treatment step. A solution of sodium bisulfi te is added 
to the chlorinated effl  uent to remove residual chlorine. 

Following disinfection and dechlorination, the treated wastewater (now called fi nal effl  uent) can 
be returned to the receiving waters from which it came.  The fl ow is conveyed to an outfall and 
discharged through a series of diff users into a surface water body or stream.

Solids processing
Primary solids from the primary sett ling tank and 
secondary solids from the clarifi er are sent to the 
digester. During this process, micro-organisms use 
the organic material present in the solids as a food 
source and convert it to by-products such as methane 
gas and water. Digestion results in a 90% reduction in 
pathogens and the production of a wet soil-like material 
called biosolids that contain 95-97% water. To remove 
some of this water and reduce the volume, mechanical 
equipment such as fi lter presses or centrifuges are used 
to squeeze water from the biosolids which are then 
sent to landfi lls, incinerated, or benefi cially used as a 
fertilizer or soil amendment.

4

5
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Wastewater Treatment
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Flow Chart

Follow this Chart to Identify if your Facility Should Contact 
the City Regarding the Sewer Use By-law

Does your company Discharge 
any liquid to the City of Hamilton 

sewer system that does not 
originate from the City’s Potable 

Water Supply?

Does your company produce  
non-sewage wastewater (not 

human waste)?

Does your company fall under 
the City of Hamilton’s Pollution 

Prevention Program? (see 
reverse for details)

Does your company generate 
wastewater that is hauled to 

the City of Hamilton’s Municipal 
Sewage Works?

Has an Environmental 
Enforcement Offi cer from the 

City of Hamilton Inspected your 
facility?

Continue working with the 
designated Water & Wastewater 

Division Environmental 
Enforcement Offi cer

Contact the Water & Wastewater 
Division Supervisor - Environmental 

Enforcement Operations                    
905-546-2424 ext 5190

Do you have an Industrial 
Generator Permit?

Has your company been 
inspected by the Pollution 

Prevention Team?

Continue working with the 
Pollution Prevention Team 

on your Pollution Prevention 
Program

No Action Required. Please re-
view the City of Hamilton’s Sewer 

Use By-law for new updates.

Contact the Water & 
WastewaterDivisionPollution 
Prevention Project Manager 

905-546-2424 ext 5190

Continue following the rules set 
out in the City of Hamilton Sewer 

Use Bylaw

Contact the Water & 
Wastewater Division                                     

Environmental Technologist    
905-546-2424 ext 5190

Does your company store or use 
chemicals on-site or does your 
company have the potential to 
have an illegal discharge to the 

City of Hamilton Sewer System or 
be out of compliance with the City 
of Hamilton’s Sewer Use By-law?

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes No

No

No

No

No No

No

No
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Flow Chart

City of Hamilton Sewer Use Bylaw Website
htt p://www.myhamilton.ca/myhamilton/CityandGovernment/CityDepartments/PublicWorks/
WaterAndWasteWaterDev/Sewer+Water/SewerByLaw.htm

Pollution Prevention Program
Pollution prevention is any practice that reduces or eliminates the amount and/or toxicity of generated wastes 
released to the air, land or water before any management practices, treatment or disposal.

Automotive Repair 
Breweries & Wineries 
(Fermentation)
Carpet Cleaning
Dental Operations
Dry Cleaning

FOG Producing Facility
Gasoline Stations
Hospitals
Laboratories
Photographic Imaging
Printing

Schools 
Recreational Facilities
Vehicle Wash
Mobile Food Vendors
Hospitals

Arsenic  
Benzene  
Cadmium  
Chloroform  
Cobalt  
1,2-dichlorobenzene  
Chromium  
1,4-dichlorobenzene  
Copper
Cis-1,2-dichloroethylene 
Mercury  
Trans-1,3-dichloropropylene 
Molybdenum  
Ethyl benzene  

Nickel  
Methylene chloride  
Lead  
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane
Selenium  
Tetrachloroethylene  
Zinc  
Toluene  
Trichloroethylene  
Total xylene  
Di-n-butyl phthalate  
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
Alkylphenols
Alkylphenol ethoxylates 

Aldrin/dieldrin  
Chlordane  
DDT  
Hexachlorobenzene  
Mirex  
PCBs  
3,3’-dichlorobenzidine 
Hexachlorocyclohexane
Pentachlorophenol 
Total PAHs

Chemicals Discharged (Every industry that discharges any amount of a pollutant 
mentioned below must follow the Pollution Prevention Program)

Sectors within the Pollution Prevention Program :
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Liquid Waste Hauler Program

The City of Hamilton off ers a Liquid Waste Hauler Program to ensure that liquid waste is handled 
and disposed of in an appropriate and responsible manner to protect public health, property and the 
environment.

Acceptable waste includes liquid waste generated within the City of Hamilton that is either Hauled Sewage 
or Hauled Industrial Waste.  

Unacceptable waste includes but is not limited to:

• Waste generated outside the City of Hamilton

• Hazardous industrial wastes

• Hazardous waste chemicals

• Ignitable wastes

• Pathological waste

• PCB wastes

• Grease trap waste from restaurants and food service 
industry 

• Waste containing solid materials capable of causing 
obstruction or damage to the City’s infrastructure

• Reactive wastes 

• Pesticides

• Severely toxic waste

• Radioactive wastes

Liquid Waste Haulers are required to obtain an Annual Carrier 
Permit to Discharge Hauled Sewage or Hauled Industrial 
Wastes, or Both.  Each permitt ed vehicle will be supplied with a 
windshield sticker to display on or about the upper drivers side 
windshield as evidence of valid permit. 

Permitt ed Carriers must follow and abide by the City of Hamilton 
Sewer Use By-law (By-law) as amended from time to time.  See www.
hamilton.ca/water for further information.
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Liquid Waste Hauler Program

General Liquid Waste Hauler Discharge Process
Permitt ed Carriers pay fees to the City of Hamilton to discharge hauled liquid wastes based on quantity and 
quality.

Permitt ed Carriers submit City of Hamilton Hauled Wastewater Discharge Manifest before discharging each 
load.

Permitt ed Carriers submit completed MOE Movement Document / Manifest for all “subject waste” as defi ned 
in Ontario Regulation 347 before discharging applicable loads.

Permitt ed Carriers discharge only at the locations and times specifi ed in the By-law.

As of September 1, 2009 permitt ed carriers provide City of Hamilton Generator Permit numbers on Hauled 
Wastewater Discharge Manifest for all sources of “industrial wastes” as defi ned in the By-law.

Hazardous Waste Who is affected?
Hazardous waste cannot be treated at the City of Hamilton wastewater treatment plant and must be taken to 
a hazardous waste disposal outlet.  Consult the yellow pages or internet for hazardous waste disposal outlets.

The Household Hazardous Waste Program is run by the City of Hamilton in co-operation with Hotz 
Environmental to dispose of household hazardous waste.  
See www.hamilton.ca/waste for details.
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Pollution Prevention Program

What Is Pollution Prevention?
Pollution prevention is any practice that reduces or eliminates the amount and/or toxicity of generated 
wastes released to the air, land or water before any management practices, treatment or disposal. Pollution 
prevention includes the design, products and processes that will lead to less waste being produced. As a total 
plant philosophy, a pollution prevention program examines and implements methods to reduce hazardous, 
special and nonhazardous waste and containment wastewater.

Who Should Implement Pollution Prevention?
Any waste generating business that wants to keep one step ahead of their competitors and improve their 
facilities’ environmental policies and compliance should incorporate pollution prevention into their business 
philosophy.

Why Do Pollution Prevention?
A principle benefi t of a pollution prevention program is the cost savings that can result. Also, through various 
pollution prevention methods such as source reduction, in-process recycling, and reducing waste stream 
toxicity, a pollution prevention program makes the working environment safer for all employees. Additional 
benefi ts include: protecting the environment; compliance with legislation, reducing liability; and, promoting 
bett er community relations.

How Do You Start A Pollution Prevention Program?
A pollution prevention program is a continuous cycle through the eight continuous steps. Each step will help 
guide a company toward developing and sustaining a successful pollution prevention program.  

Top Management Support
Begin the pollution prevention program with a corporate policy statement. This statement of 
commitment to pollution prevention should be endorsed by all management levels and distributed 
to all employees. Total company commitment generates employee enthusiasm and provides the 
necessary endorsement for projects developed through the program.

Gett ing Started
Develop a pollution prevention team with members from all 
areas and levels of the company and designate a coordinator 
for the team. This team sets goals, draft s a writt en program 
plan, and helps spread the word about pollution 
prevention to all employees. In starting up pollution 
prevention in the facility, include initiating employee 
awareness, training, and incentive programs.

Characterize Process
Gather background information that will help to 
characterize processes within the facility. This information, 
ranging from raw materials received to amounts of waste 
generated, can then be used to put together   
a generalized process fl ow diagram.

1
2

3
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Pollution Prevention Program

Assess Wastes and Identify Options
An assessment, which is a detailed study of the processes contributing to a waste stream, is then 
conducted. The assessment examines the processes themselves and other areas of the facility such 
as shipping/receiving, purchasing, and maintenance. It is important to try and conduct assessments 
during all shift s and at diff erent times in the process to obtain as specifi c a picture as possible. 
Assessment results serve as the focal point for identifying options that could best reduce or eliminate 
specifi c wastes. Using the process fl ow diagrams and assessments as a tool, the pollution prevention 
team prioritizes waste streams or processes. Several factors taken into account by the team should 
include: type and toxicity of waste; high purchase/disposal cost; regulatory concerns; high use/
release rate; potential liability; and, danger to workers and the environment. Brainstorming sessions 
and team discussions are productive ways to stimulate ideas for ways to change or modify processes 
or procedures contributing to waste generation. Technical literature and

vendors can also be excellent sources of options.

Cost Considerations
The full cost of waste is more than just those costs associated with treatment and disposal. For 
example, the purchase price of raw materials, storage and inventory, air/water emissions and solid 
waste collections are just some of the costs that need to be considered in determining the full cost of 
waste. Knowing the full cost of a waste is important when determining whether a particular option 
under consideration will be cost eff ective. Each company will need to decide for itself what measures 
it will use to determine cost eff ectiveness. Nevertheless, the full cost of handling a waste should 
be charged back to the departments/processes that generate the waste, but not to overhead or the 
environmental department.

Select and Implement Options
Select the option(s) to be implemented with their benefi ts in mind. Do they improve product quality, 
process effi  ciency, or worker safety and morale? Do they reduce liability or regulatory concerns? Do 
they bett er relationships with regulatory agencies or the community? In addition, the options need 
to be evaluated for both technical and economic feasibility. Those options that are neither technically 
sound nor economical should be deferred into the future. Options that meet both criteria should be 
implemented provided capital funding, if needed, is available. 

Program Evaluation
Periodically reevaluate the individual options implemented and the pollution prevention program 
as a whole, redefi ning goals where necessary. In addition to determining how the implemented 
options/program are doing, this is a good time to troubleshoot and determine why certain aspects 
have not worked.

Sustain Program
Sustain the pollution prevention program throughout the life of the facility. One key step to doing 
this is through publicizing success stories within the facility and company, with trade associations 
through case studies, and with local newspapers. Another key is to remember that at the completion 
of each pollution prevention project, the trip through the pollution prevention circle begins again.

5

6
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Pollution Prevention Program

Common Pollution Prevention Techniques

What is Not Pollution Prevention?
Examples of activities that are not pollution 
prevention include:

• Any kind of waste treatment or pollution 
control.

• Recycling that takes place outside of the 
building or industry. Although recycling does 
help reduce the amount of garbage 

• sent for disposal it does not prevent 
pollution. Energy and money still need to be 
spent to recycle the materials.

• Transferring hazards or toxics from one 
medium to another (i.e. from air to water or 
land to air).

• Diluting or making something less toxic 
or hazardous by adding water or another 
substance.

• Triple Bott om Line of Pollution Prevention – 
Benefi ts of Pollution Prevention

• Improved operating procedures

• Preventative maintenance

• Waste stream segregation

• Raw material modifi cation/substitution

• Product redesign

• Equipment modifi cation

• Process modifi cation

• Wastewater reduction

• In-process recycling/reuse

• On-site recycling

Triple Bott om Line of Pollution 
Prevention – Benefi ts of Pollution 
Prevention

Environmental Needs
• Air Emissions
• Waste Water 

Effl  uent

• Hazardous Waste
• Toxics
• Spill

Pollution Prevention Contact Information
For more information or to have your

questions answer please call and ask for:

Pollution Prevention Project Manager

City of Hamilton

905-546-2424 ext 5190
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Contact Information

For More Information:
City of Hamilton

Water and Wastewater Division
Environmental Monitoring and Enforcement Group

905-546-2424 ext 5190
or 905-546-CITY (2489)

www.hamilton.ca/water

City of Hamilton Sewer Use Bylaw Website
htt p://www.myhamilton.ca/myhamilton/CityandGovernment/CityDepartments/

PublicWorks/WaterAndWasteWaterDev/Sewer+Water/SewerByLaw.htm

To Report a Spill
City of Hamilton’s Spill Reporting Line

905-540-5188
(24 Hours, 7 days a week)

Ministry of the Environment Spills Action Centre (SAC)
1-800-268-6060

(24 Hours, 7 days a week)

We can answer your questions, assist you with a concern,
or help you fi nd the right person!

905-546-CITY (2489)
www.hamilton.ca/water


